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A few comments on the nature of light 

There have been some questions raised about whether it’s correct to say that light is a wave, or that 
light behaves like a wave, when a more modern view refers to light as a particle (a photon). This gets at 
an issue beyond our course, but it’s worth saying a few words about it, especially because it was Einstein 
who first introduced the light quantum idea in his March 1905 paper, three months before his special 
relativity paper. (Though you may remember from the Week 1 video lecture on “Physics and Einstein 
circa 1900” that the debates over whether light was a particle or a wave long predated him.)  

Throughout the nineteenth century the wave theory of light was dominant, and Maxwell’s theory of 
electromagnetism and his identification of light as an electromagnetic wave put it on a very firm footing. 
At the time around 1900 (the context for our class), therefore, there was no question that light behaved 
like a wave. Einstein himself firmly believed this—remember that he labeled his light quantum idea 
“heuristic.” But this heuristic, informal idea helped set off a chain of events that over the next twenty-
five years would lead to the development of quantum mechanics, and the realization that in certain 
circumstances it made sense to view light as acting like a wave, while in other circumstances it made 
sense to view light as acting like a particle. This is the famous “wave-particle duality” concept. But even 
this can be misleading, because it’s not so much that light is somehow both a particle and a wave, but 
that it’s neither.  In his book on The Character of Physical Law, Richard Feynman, one of the great 
physicists of the 20th century, noted that “If I say that they [light, as well as electrons] behave like 
particles, I give the wrong impression; also if I say they behave like waves. They behave in their own 
inimitable way, which technically could be called a quantum mechanical way” (p. 128). 

For those of you with a solid background in physics and the requisite math (senior undergraduate or 
first-year graduate level), you can learn more about the quantum conception of light in most textbooks 
on advanced quantum mechanics (see, for example, the first three sections of Chapter 2 in the classic 
text by J.J. Sakurai, Advanced Quantum Mechanics, where he develops the concept of photons as 
quantum-mechanical excitations of the radiation field). Fortunately, for our purposes in learning about 
the special theory of relativity, we don’t have to worry about such things. Although occasionally we 
might loosely use the singular term “photon” for “light pulse” when describing a thought experiment, 
really we are imagining light pulses or beams that contain millions upon millions of photons, and in 
these circumstances the physics of light is described perfectly well by the classical theory of 
electromagnetic waves. 


